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1. INTRODUCTION

FIAT1 dealing cryptocurrency2 exchange platforms are vital parts for the whole cryptocurrency ecosystem and
one of the most important instruments in mass adoption. They are the gateway for instant trades of the FIAT
currency to and from cryptocurrency like Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum and many others.

Coinepic Exchange  is trading  platform  centralized  (will  change  in  months  to  come)  and  companies
decentralized focusing on running multiple companies under the same name, same standards, rules and fees
all around the world sharing their local resources like bank accounts for deposits and withdrawals, clients,
expenses  and  profts.  However  each  company  will  have  diferent  support  teams  because  of  the  native
language, accountants and lawyers because of the knowledge of the local laws.

With  Coinepic ICO, our investors are not investing into just one company, but to the whole new worldwide
complex network of the future Coinepic Exchange Companies that operates under the single central trading
platform.  It  doesn’t  end  there.  Coinepic  is  impatient  for  covering  wide  spectrum  of  business  segments
accepting cryptocurrency only and providing tight connections to Exchange Platform.

Within 2 years, with the help of our investors, our advisors, our team, we will be able to establish Coinepic
Exchange Companies in between 10 to 15 countries with major cryptocurrency markets in the world. Within 10
years it will be between 30 to 50 countries where Coinepic Exchange Company will be deployed and fully
operational.*
* More information in detailed Roadmap

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiat_money
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptocurrency

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptocurrency
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiat_money


2. ISSUES

2.1. Proft frst, adoption o똠erlooked

Most of the cryptocurrency exchange platforms operates from single place sometimes having one or two more
companies in the other countries to cover most interesting cryptomarkets with the highest trading volume. This is
comfortable for them to have high profts even with a little amount of companies and efortt but slows down
general adoption focusing mostly on own proft.

Exchanges are in possession of huge power and resources to change general perception, creating new killer
open-source apps and providing new innovative services for public to make crypto easier and safer to use.
Exchanges  in  general  should  be  contributing  to  community  with  more  power  than  doing  now,  not  just
hoarding millions in profts from fees. After establishing on the strongest markets and ensuring earnings to
satisfy our investors, Coinepic wants to continue to cover smaller markets in belief that providing solutions to
these markets will help greatly in worldwide adoption making it highly accessible. Cryptouniverse is wonderful
place full of open minded people where everything is possible. Feeling for a cofee or a beer paid in crypto in
one of our cofeehouse while watching huge plasma TV with market charts or just listening to some brave
CEO with new innovative project? We hear  you, we will  be sitting the next table.  But this  is  projects for
another Whitepaper.

2.2. Weak customer support with single language

Even in 2018 many people prefer their native language to solve problems and feel awkward to speak or write in
anything other than that. Exchange platforms do miss native language support and support that will answer your
phone even on the Christmas Eve. Crypto never sleeps and markets never close. When exchange is pulling millions
in FIAT and similar amount in cryptot there is no excuse for poor and slow customer support.

Coinepic Exchange solves this by having full time 24/7 support staf in each country that Coinepic network will
operate at. Coinepic Japan will provide spoken and written support in Japanese language with native staf just
like Coinepic Germany will be able to in German spoken and written language. However customers will still be
able to use English if they would like to.

2.3. Lack of multiple fast FIAT accounts

In most cases FIAT dealing Exchange Platforms do have one bank account for each FIAT currency dealing with the
rest of the world. This approach gives us rusty and slow model of FIAT depositing and withdrawing.

Coinepic  will  have  many  companies  around  the  world  with  each  company  having  its  own  multiple  bank
accounts for each FIAT possible. Most of the FIAT clearings could be performed within a bank. If not, at least
within a country. More bank accounts in more countries means better accessibility, faster withdrawing and
depositing times,  less  cases with  extra bank charges involved,  more options for  more people from more
countries  thus  far  more  active  and  occasional  users  meaning  faster  adoption.  “Cross  country”  FIAT
withdrawing will also be an advantage. Users will be able to withdraw FIAT in diferent country they have
deposited. Coinepic will limit only few necessary options due to regulations and legislation.

2.4. False sense of security

Exchange companies have a feelingt  that they are safe thanks to their  frewallst  security auditst  penetration
testers and other experts. It helps a lot and audit has to be done often but no matter how excellent source code is
designedt  how  many  fail-safes  are  implementedt  once  the  computer  is  connected  to  the  internett  it’s  under
constant threat by very creativet relentless hackers and zero day exploits. Exchanges are operating with live user
coins because of the speed of withdrawalst this is risky approach having hot wallets.

The only safe way operating Exchange platform is complete elimination of hot wallets connected directly to
the  Exchange  Platform  either  via  RPC  commands  or  other  common methods.  Having  innovative  security



model,  with all  classic  and creative  hacking techniques in  mind like Tempest SDR,  social  engineering and
insider jobs, Coinepic will create hostile place for hackers without loosing withdrawing speed of hot wallets.

Today Coinepic is here: Coinepic two years from successful ICO:

source: https://www.coinepic.com/

Each company will have complete ofcial documents and vital contacts, phone numbers, list of CEOs and the
Support Team responsible, by clicking on a country on the map like Coinepic Slovakia does have already done:

link: 
https://coinepic.com/documents/contact.html

Strict  rules  are  not  allowing new
Coinepic  companies  to  have their
own  websites  not  even  for
promotion.  Mainly  to  prevent
phishing  attacks  and  other
techniques  that  might  lead
customer to loose credentials and
funds. All companies will be listed
and  using  exclusively
https://www.coinepic.com where
EV-SSL certifcate is present:

https://www.coinepic.com/
https://coinepic.com/documents/contact.html
https://www.coinepic.com/


3. COINEPIC EXCHANGE

Coinepic Exchange platform is fully functional and operational at the condition of  Minimum Viable Product
(MVP)1.  Coinepic  development  team,  technical  support  team  and  servers  are  located  in  Slovakia  where
development will continue.

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimum_viable_product

3.1. Minimum Viable Product Core Features (MVP)

Following features are supported in Coinepic
Exchange MVP

(is not fnal number of features):

Following coins are supported in Coinepic
Exchange MVP

(is not fnal number of cryptocurrencies):

Following FIAT is supported in
Coinepic Exchange MVP

(is not fnal number of FIAT currencies):

Matching engine Bitcoin (BTC) Euro (EUR)

Order Book type trading view Litecoin (LTC) United States Dollar (USD)

Simplifed insta-exchange Ethereum (ETH) Swiss Franc (CHF)

FIAT deposit / withdrawal Japanese Yen (JPY)

CRYPTO deposit / withdrawal Russian Ruble (RUB)

CRYPTO / CRYPTO with NO KYC / AML trading Czech Koruna (CZK)

FIAT / CRYPTO with KYC / AML trading Pound Sterling (GBP)

2FA authentication

3.1.2. MVP Companies In똠ol똠ed

Following companies are connected to Coinepic Exchange Platform MVP:

- Coinepic s.r.o. (Slovakia, Bratislava)

In process of company creation and setting up working backend:

- Coinepic s.r.o. (Czech Republic, Brno)

3.2. Feature Rollout

- Margin Trading
- API v2
- Websocket API
- Voting System
- Copy Trading
- Web design V2
- Windows ( .exe), macOS ( .dmg), Linux ( .deb, .rpm) native installers and clients
- Deployable pre-defned smart contracts on 2nd generation blockchains
- Native iOS client
- Native Android client
- Decentralized platform

* More information about feature rollout in Roadmap

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimum_viable_product


3.3. Security Model

Simplifed fgure explains how Exchange Platform application is dealing with hot wallet showing some of the
Bitcoin  Core  full  node  methods  without  direct  RPC  connection.  There  are  plenty  of  security  measures
connected to sideways and not discussed in this particular fgure but we don’t want to spoil all the beans.

New Bitcoin address creation Bitcoin Deposit Bitcoin Withdrawal

New address request registered by EXCHANGE
PLATFORM

Bitcoin SERVER notices deposit. Will process
deposit and create signed deposit message

with own PGP Private key upon reaching
certain amount of confrmations*1.

Withdrawal request registered by EXCHANGE
PLATFORM SYSTEM

Bitcoin SERVER push signed deposit message
to VALIDATION SERVER

Request is encrypted with PGP Public Key of
VALIDATION SERVER

Internal exchange platform validation process is
performed

ENCRYPTED request is STORED in DATABASE
VALIDATION SERVER push data to EXCHANGE

PLATFORM
VALIDATION OK

CONTINUE
VALIDATION WRONG

REFUSE

Internaly validated withdrawal request is encrypted
with PGP Public Key of  VALIDATION SERVER

VALIDATION SERVER pulls encrypted data from
DATABASE

EXCHANGE PLATFORM reads digitally signed
transaction details from Bitcoin SERVER

ENCRYPTED request is STORED in DATABASE

VALIDATION SERVER checks for system integrity
comparing SHA-256 of EXCHANGE PLATFORM

with internal mechanism

SIGNATURE OK
CONTINUE

SIGNATURE WRONG
REFUSE

INTEGRITY OK CONTINUE
INTEGRITY WRONG

LOCKDOWN
EXCHANGE PLATFORM insert deposit data

into DATABASE
VALIDATION SERVER pulls encrypted data from

DATABASE

VALIDATION SERVER decrypts data with PGP
Private key of VALIDATION SERVER *1 Each cryptocurrency will have own set

of confrmation rules. Bitcoin may have
only  1  confrmation  demand,  however
Bitcoin Gold may have 30 confrmations
demand

*  Internet  Connection  1  serving
exclusively  to  EXCHANGE  PLATFORM
application

*  VALIDATION  SERVER  accessible  only
via local network under strict local rules
and unable to reach for internet services
and  kept  in  upmost  isolation  even  for
local network

*  Ethernet  1  accessible  only  to
EXCHANGE  PLATFORM  application  &
VALIDATION SERVER

*  Ethernet  2  accessible  only  to
VALIDATION  SERVER  and  BITCOIN
SERVER

* Internet Connection 2 serving only to
BITCOIN SERVER with heavy frewall  in
front  of  it.  Public  IP  address  is  known
only  to  CEO  and  CTO  and  is  changed
often

* Each cryptocurrency have own SERVER
that  is  running  on,  with  own  exclusive
connection to the internet

* Each cryptocurrency does have its own
validation  server  and  own  Ethernet
connection

VALIDATION SERVER checks for system integrity
comparing SHA-256 of EXCHANGE PLATFORM with

internal mechanism

VALIDATION SERVER appends new address
request data with RPC credentials

INTEGRITY OK
CONTINUE

INTEGRITY WRONG
LOCKDOWN*

VALIDATION SERVER push data to Bitcoin SERVER
VALIDATION SERVER decrypts data with PGP Private

key of VALIDATION SERVER

VALIDATION SERVER appends withdrawal request
data with the RPC credentials

Bitcoin SERVER process request and creates new
address

VALIDATION SERVER push data to Bitcoin SERVER

Bitcoin SERVER digitally signs new address details
with own PGP Private key

Bitcoin SERVER push signed address data to
VALIDATION SERVER

Bitcoin SERVER process request and broadcasts
transaction

Bitcoin SERVER digitally signs transaction details
with own PGP Private key

VALIDATION SERVER push address data to
EXCHANGE PLATFORM

Bitcoin SERVER push signed transaction to
VALIDATION SERVER

EXCHANGE PLATFORM reads digitally signed
address details from Bitcoin SERVER comparing

with internal mechanism

VALIDATION SERVER push data to EXCHANGE
PLATFORM

SIGNATURE OK
CONTINUE

SIGNATURE WRONG
REFUSE

EXCHANGE PLATFORM inserts new address data
into DATABASE

EXCHANGE PLATFORM reads digitally signed
transaction details from Bitcoin SERVER

SIGNATURE OK
CONTINUE

SIGNATURE WRONG
REFUSE

*"I'm sorry, Dave. I'm afraid I can't do
that." - HAL, 2001: A Space Odyssey EXCHANGE PLATFORM insert transaction data into

DATABASE



3.4. Exchange Platform Re똠enue Model

Coinepic Exchange Platform revenue model and its sources. Listed Fees in *Table 1 will be divided according 
to *Table 3 among whole Coinepic Companies Network.

Origin Description

Trading Fees Fixed at 0.1% for any trading pair

Coin Withdrawal Fees Small withdrawal fees are applied for cryptocurrency withdrawals to cover transaction 
fees.

Coin Listing Fees Perspective coins and tokens may be listed on request by their creators. Fees will be 
applied for listing for each trading pair.

Copy Trading Fees Additional small fee will be applied on each successful copied trade on the side of the 
trading follower.  

Smart Contracts Creation Fees Pre-defned ETH smart contracts will be available to create within every customers 
administration. Fees will be applied for smart contract creation and for listing such smart 
contract.

Margin Fees Margin fees and interests will be applied on margin trading.

Other Fees New Exchange Platform features and services may apply additional fees.

3.5. Coinepic Exchange Companes (CXC)

3.5.1. CXC Creation Process

New company can be established in two ways. Direct share participation in such company by at least one or
more owners of Coinepic Development or other CEOs of existing companies with 51% / 49% approach. Second
is company creation without direct participation in company shares. This option will be handled under contract
of mutual cooperation. Coinepic Development will be paying initial establishing costs like ofce rent, staf,
legals and salary. When support team will be hired, tech members from development will come to train the
local staf. Upon completion and all testing accomplished, bank accounts will be connected to central system
either via API or if bank is not providing API, all transactions will be made manually. 

Each company can be fully operational within 2 months.

3.5.2. CXC Structure Model

Coinepic
De똠elopment

┏ Pro똠iding Recei똠ing ┓

Coinepic Local
Company

┃ Blockchain platform Access to cryptocurrency trades ┃

┃ Development team Access to technical support ┃

┃ Technical support Fully functional platform ┃

┃ Complete server solution Outsourced development ┃

┃ Crypto earnings ratio system % of proft from crypto trading ┃

━┫ Accountants Mutual cooperation of accountants ┣━

┃ Lawyers Mutual cooperation of lawyers ┃

┃ ┃

┗ Recei똠ing Pro똠iding ┛

Access to FIAT bank accounts Bank Accounts

Access to Native Language Support Customer support

% of proft from local company Local clients using FIAT 

Mutual cooperation of accountants Accountants

Mutual cooperation of lawyers Lawyers



3.5.3. CXC Banking Model

Multiple companies handled under one Coinepic Exchange platform arise opportunities as well as problems
with users having free hand in multiple FIAT deposit and withdraw options. Coinepic will limit some features
with set of simple rules:

Deposit Type Trade Step 1 Trade Step 2 Withdraw Type Rule KYC / AML

FIAT Deposit Account FIAT => CRYPTO CRYPTO => FIAT Same as FIAT Deposit Account Allowed YES

FIAT Deposit Account FIAT => CRYPTO CRYPTO => FIAT Diferent than FIAT Deposit Account Allowed YES

FIAT Deposit Account N/A N/A Different than FIAT Deposit Account Denied YES

FIAT Deposit Account N/A N/A Same as FIAT Deposit Account Allowed YES

CRYPTO Deposit Account CRYPTO => FIAT N/A Any FIAT Bank Account Allowed YES

CRYPTO Deposit Account CRYPTO => CRYPTO N/A Any CRYPTO withdrawal wallet Allowed NO

3.5.4. CXC Fee Of Origin Model

Exchange Platform applies fees both on bids and ask. Coinepic development where servers are will be 
providing following fnancial structures to keep all companies with fair earnings ratio.

Type of Fee Origin % Purpose 

FIAT => CRYPTO
or

CRYPTO => FIAT

Location of the FIAT account appoints the 
source of the fee taker for both FIAT and 
CRYPTO.

60% Staying with company of fee origin

30% Moving to Platform Development Company

10% Moving to Mutual Reserve & Growth Fund

CRYPTO => CRYPTO
Does not have FIAT account or any 
characteristic attribute that could mark 
down country of origin.

70% Divided into all companies by the same part

20% Staying with Platform Development Company

10% Moving to Mutual Reserve & Growth Fund

FIAT => FIAT NOT ALLOWED TYPE OF TRANSACTION ON EXCHANGE PLATFORM AT THIS MOMENT

3.5.6. CXC Customer Support Model

Country support team will have direct access to development support team where issues will be solved 
immediately. With this logic structure speed, quality and native support will achieved.

Problem description by mail or phone call Real Time cooperation via internal network

┏▶ ---------------------------------------------▶ Local support ---------------------------------------------▶ Tecnical support

Customer CUSTOMER SIDE SUPPORT SIDE ▼

▲ ---------------------------------------------◀ Local support ---------------------------------------------◀ Solution

Solution provided by local support Solution provided to local support



4. COINEPIC COIN (CEC)

Thanks to ICO, Coinepic will be able to accomplish tasks in shorter time with more top qualifed people and
with the best available hardware today. Understanding importance of exchanges in crypto-universe, Coinepic
will ensure that Exchange Platform will be safe, transparent, fast and friendly place to go to and rely on, for
the whole crypto-industry. Its companies will turn into unstoppable train focused on rapid growth to new
markets providing heavy local  adoption of cryptocurrencies.  After successful  ICO, Coinepic will  be able to
sufciently gear up in advance to provide enough company resources for upcoming high trading volumes and
customer support loads never to miss a call or a chat.

4.1. Pre-ICO

Coinepic  wants  to  maximize  ICO  success  therefore  Pre-ICO  will  be  available  for  everyone  who  will  be
interested. Hard Cap for Pre-ICO is 10% of a total amount of all ICO coins. Logic behind Pre-ICO is frst come,
frst served.

4.1.1. Pre-ICO Soft Cap & Hard Cap

Limits Amount of CEC Expressed in ETH

Pre-ICO Soft Cap   3 000 000 CEC 545 ETH

Pre-ICO Hard Cap 64 000 000 CEC ------------ *

* Unable to calculate outcome as per multiple Pre-ICO packages

In case that requirements for Soft Cap won’t be met, full refund to Pre-ICO investors will be made with ICO 
aborted. Coinepic will continue operating without ICO. ”You've Got To Ask Yourself One Question. Do I Feel Lucky?”

4.1.2. Pre-ICO Funds Usage

Amount of % Usage

45% Polishing & fne tuning Exchange Platform

25% ICO marketing

15% ICO specialized team and legal

10% Hiring new developers and support team

5% Unexpected shrubbery reserve

4.1.3. Pre-ICO Ad똠antages

Coinepic will be looking for staf and managers during every new company creation process, participating in
ICO will help greatly to become member of the team.

4.1.4 Pre-ICO Time Schedule

Minimum deposit per transaction is 5 ETH. Everything below this amount will be considered as invalid and will 
be sent back to address of origin lowered of transaction fees, as well as all ETH received after reaching Pre-
ICO Hard Cap.
GMT / UTC +0 (London Time) Start:  23:00 17st July 2018 End:    23:59 31th July 2018

Total Amount of ETH invested  Total CEC per 1 ETH during Pre-ICO only

5 – 49 ETH 4500 CEC / 1ETH

50 - 199 ETH 5500 CEC / 1ETH

200 – 499 ETH 7000 CEC / 1 ETH

500 – 999 ETH 9 000 CEC / 1 ETH

1000 – 4999 ETH 12 000 CEC /  1 ETH

5000+ ETH To be discussed in person



4.2. ICO

4.2.1. ICO Technical Details

Coinepic Coin (CEC) will be based on ERC223 token standard implementation1 for Ethereum Blockchain2 with
backwards  compatibility  with  ERC20  token  standard  implementation  and  fnal  special  touch  from  our
developers. CEC will be minted at 640 000 000 CEC fxed wall, never to be increased.  During all ICO stages,
CEC coins will be listen on Coinepic Exchange Platform as buyable ONLY with MVP available coins in BTC/CEC,
LTC/CEC and ETH/CEC trading pairs. After ICO ends all unused CEC will be burned publicly.

1 https://github.com/Dexaran/ERC223-token-standard
2 https://www.ethereum.org/

4.2.2. ICO Allocation

Coinepic wants to set very reasonable and fair rules for ICO investors.

Amount of % Amount of CEC Participant First Buyout & Trade allowance

85% 544 000 000 CEC ICO 6 months

7% 44 800 000 CEC Advisors 24 months

5% 32 000 000 CEC Founding Team 48 months

3% 19 200 000 CEC Bounty Airdrops 6 months

4.2.2.1. Bounty Airdrops

Airdrops are playing huge part in Coinepic Pre-ICO and ICO ecosystem aimed mostly for white hat hackers,
graphic designers, programmers, visionaries and bug bounty program. We want our community to grow. All
Airdrop tasks will be discussed on forums and Telegram application sometimes be as simple as share link on
your profle.

4.2.3. ICO Time & Distribution Schedule

ICO will be executed in 3 stages with following settings:

ICO Phase 1st week 2nd week 3rd week

GMT / UTC +0 (London Time) Start:  9:00 1st October 2018
End:    9:00 8th October 2018

Start:  9:00 15th October 2018
End:    9:00 22nd October 2018

Start:9:00 29th October 2018
End:9:00 5th November 2018

1 BTC 0.17€ per token based on BTC 
market price

0.26€ per token based on BTC 
market price

0.50€ per token based on BTC 
market price

1 LTC 0.17€ per token based on LTC 
market price

0.26€ per token based on LTC 
market price

0.50€ per token based on LTC 
market price

1 ETH 0.17€ per token based on ETH 
market price

0.26€ per token based on ETH 
market price

0.50€ per token based on ETH 
market price

4.3. CEC Reuse & Repurchase plan

First 6 months CEC will be available as an agent to pay Exchange Platform fees only. After frst ofcial buyout
full feature CEC trading will be enabled for all users.

Trading Fees

Using CEC coin will reduce trading fee price by 50%.

https://www.ethereum.org/
https://github.com/Dexaran/ERC223-token-standard


Copy Trading Fees

Using CEC coin will reduce copy trading fee price by 50%

Smart Contract deployment fees

Using CEC coin will reduce smart contract creation for 2nd generation blockchains by 50% on creation fees and 
by 30% on listing fees per each trading pair.

CEC as basic trading pair for created smart contracts and as a payment for each trading pair. 

Each created smart contract will have basic trading pair automatically created with CEC / Smart Contract for 
free thus immediately available to trade with CEC by default.

ICO as medium in company creation process

Largest ICO investors will be invited to become part of the team in country of their choosing.

Other fees and ser똠ices

Coinepic will be working hard adopting cryptocurrency to everyday life. CEC will reduce fees or price on these
future services 

Buyout

Every 6 months Coinepic will be performing ofcial CEC buyout where price per 1 CEC will be announced in
advance. Each buyout will be executed according to this fgure:  

( Sum of total net re똠enue from all companies ÷ 2 )
= 1 CEC Buyout 똠alue

Total number of CEC coins in circulation

Those who would like to sell will be able to do so. Those willing to HODL for the next ofcial buyout when
Coinepic will perform same pattern, could trade CEC in traditional way or use it to cover various fees. Buyout
will be happening every 6 months until all Coinepic Coins will be bought back and publicly destroyed.

Coinepic understand that some CEC might be lost or rightful owners wouldn’t want to sell  them back to
Coinepic  for  some  reason.  Coinepic  will  be  performing  such  buyout  every  year  as  a  tradition  and  to
demonstrate value of one CEC through the years.



5. ROADMAP

 Company structure Related Pre-ICO & ICO Related Exchange Platform Related 

2017

2017-07 Coinepic s.r.o., Bratislava Slovakia (SK) is Incorporated ⇩

             – Coinepic SK ofce rented ⇩ 2017-08 Production & Development Servers built

⇩ 2017-08/12 Platform Development & Testing

⇩ 2017-08 Pre-MVP Bitcoin Added

⇩ 2017-11 Pre-MVP Litecoin Added

2018

⇩ 2018-01 Pre-MVP Ethereum added

⇩ 2018-02 Coinepic SK bank accounts mounted to platform

⇩ 2018-03 MVP deployed

2018-05 Coinepic s.r.o., Brno Czech Republic creation process ⇩ 2018-05 MVP #Beta Tested

2018-06 Pre-ICO Preparations ⇩

2018-07 Pre-ICO ⇩ 2018-07 Simplifed insta-exchange added

2018-07 Team of 10+ developers hired ⇩

2018-07 Team of 6+ HR Specialists hired ⇩

2018-07 Team of 6+ marketing specialist hired ⇩

2018-07 Team of 10+ support team hired ⇩

2018-09 Coinepic Coins Minted ⇩ 2018-09 Top 100 ERC20 based Tokens added

2018-09 Coinepic Coins sent to Pre-ICO Investors ⇩ 2018-09 Monero added

⇩ 2018-09 Bitcoin Cash added

⇩ 2018-09 Ethereum Classic added

2018-10 ICO ⇩ 2018-10 Coinepic Coin added

2018-11 ICO ended ⇩

2018-11 Unsold ICO coins burned ⇩

2018-11 Team of 20 – 30+ developers, testers, software 
architects hired

⇩

2018-11 Coinepic s.r.o. Brno, Czech Republic (CZ) ⇩ 2018-11 Margin Trading added

             – Coinepic CZ ofce rented ⇩

             – Coinepic CZ 24/7 10+ support team hired ⇩ 2018-10 Coinepic CZ bank accounts mounted to platform

⇩ 2018-11 API 똠2 added

⇩ 2018-11 Websocket API added

2018-12 Coinepic LLC New York, United States of America (USA) ⇩ 2018-12 Voting system which currency / token to add next

             – Coinepic USA ofce rented ⇩ 2018-12 2nd generation smart contracts deployment system 
added

             – Coinepic USA 24/7 80+ support team hired ⇩ 2018-12 Coinepic USA bank accounts mounted to platform

⇩ 2018-12 Independent Source Code Security Audit



2019

2019-02 Coinepic KK Tokyo, Japan (JP) ⇩ 2019-02 New Coin added based on user voting

             – Coinepic JP ofce rented ⇩

             – Coinepic JP 24/7 80+ support team hired ⇩ 2019-03 Coinepic JP bank accounts mounted to platform

2019-04 Coinepic LLC Seoul, South Korea (KR) ⇩ 2019-04 New Coin added based on user voting 

             – Coinepic KR ofce rented ⇩ 2019-04 Copy Trading added

             – Coinepic KR 24/7 80+ support team hired ⇩ 2019-05 Coinepic KR bank accounts mounted to platform

2019-05 Coinepic Coin Ofcial buyout

2019-06 Coinepic LTD Hong Kong (HK) ⇩ 2019-06 New Coin added based on user voting

             – Coinepic HK ofce rented ⇩ 2019-06 Web Design V2

             – Coinepic HK 24/7 60+ support team hired ⇩ 2019-07 Coinepic HK bank accounts mounted to platform

2019-08 OOO Coinepic Moscow, Russian Federation (RU) ⇩ 2019-08 New Coin added based on user voting

             – Coinepic RU ofce rented ⇩

             – Coinepic RU 24/7 30+ support team hired ⇩ 2019-09 Coinepic RU bank accounts mounted to platform

2019-10 Coinepic Coin Ofcial buyout ⇩

2019-10 Coinepic Berlin, Germany (DE) ⇩ 2019-10 New Coin added based on user voting

             – Coinepic DE ofce rented ⇩ 2019-10 Windows ( .exe), macOS ( .dmg), Linux ( .deb, .rpm) 
nati똠e clients

             – Coinepic DE 24/7 20+ support team hired ⇩ 2019-11 Coinepic DE bank accounts mounted to platform

2019-12 Coinepic Sydney, Australia (AU) is incorporated ⇩ 2019-12 New Coin added based on user voting

             – Coinepic AU ofce rented ⇩

             – Coinepic AU 24/7 30+ support team hired ⇩ 2019-12 Coinepic AU bank accounts mounted to platform

⇩ 2019-12 Independent Source Code security audit

2020

2020-02 Coinepic Dubai, United Arab Emirates (UAE) ⇩ 2020-02 New Coin added based on user voting

             – Coinepic UAE ofce rented ⇩

             – Coinepic UAE 24/7 40+ support team hired ⇩ 2020-03 Coinepic UAE bank accounts mounted to platform

2020-04 Coinepic London, United Kingdom (UK) ⇩ 2020-04 New Coin added based on user voting

             – Coinepic UK ofce rented ⇩

             – Coinepic UK 24/7 40+ support team hired ⇩ 2020-05 Coinepic UK bank accounts mounted to platform

2020-05 Coinepic Coin Ofcial buyout

2020-06 Coinepic Berne, Switzerland (CH) ⇩ 2020-06 New Coin added based on user voting

             – Coinepic CH ofce rented ⇩

             – Coinepic CH 24/7 20+ support team hired ⇩ 2020-07 Coinepic CH bank accounts mounted to platform

2020-08 Coinepic Mexico City, Mexico (MX) ⇩ 2020-08 New Coin added based on user voting

             – Coinepic MX ofce rented ⇩

             – Coinepic MX 24/7 30+ support team hired ⇩ 2020-09 Coinepic MX bank accounts mounted to platform

2020-10 Coinepic Coin Ofcial buyout ⇩ 2020-10 New Coin added based on user voting

2020-12 Coinepic Buenos Aires, Argentina (AR) ⇩ 2020-11 Nati똠e iOS client

             – Coinepic AR ofce rented ⇩ 2020-11 Nati똠e Android client

             – Coinepic AR 24/7 20+ support team hired ⇩ 2020-11 Coinepic AR bank accounts mounted to platform

⇩ 2020-12 New Coin added based on user voting

⇩ 2020-12 Independent Source Code security audit



6. TEAM

Introducing the team formed by various professionals from IT, security,  banking and fnance industry. This mixture of
various people knowing each other for many years, with long term experience is essential in cryptocurrency industry. This
team knows how to work together, because they did already on many various projects before.

6.1. Core Team

Slo똠akia - Coinepic s.r.o.

Miroslav is  CEO & Co-Founder.  He has  been working in  both fnancial  industry and information
technology  industry.  Miroslav  is  responsible  for  opening  and  managing  companies  around  the
world, all companies working together, creating managing structures and delivering all features in
time.

Prior  to Coinepic he is CEO & Founder of other two companies and was member of  IT Team in
Accenture responsible for security.

Miroslav Kuco
CEO & Co-Founder

LinkedIn Profle
Facebook Profle

+421 917 857 992
miroslav.kuco  @coinepic.com  

Viliam is CTO & Co-Founder at Coinepic. With his 20+ years of software development experience, he
is responsible for the whole Coinepic platform infrastructure, architecture and logic from frontend
to  backend.  Prior  to  CTO  in  Coinepic,  Viliam  worked  and  has  rich  experience  in  software
development in the area for international banks, telecommunications and various public companies.
The  most  recent  are  Vodafone  Qatar,  NEDBANK  JAR,  Eurasian  Bank  Kazakhstan,  POSTBANK
Slovakia.

Viliam has known Miroslav for  8 years and they have worked together on dozens of  successful
ecommerce and blockchain projects and will be Co-Founder in many countries worldwide.

Viliam Kačala
CTO & Co-Founder

LinkedIn Profle
Facebook Profle

+421 908 675 078
viliam.kacala  @coinepic.com  

Andrej is CEO & Co-Founder of AlGolden Company, which is fnancial, management and consulting
company  with  more  than  100  large  companies  under  his  administration.  With  his  10+  years  in
fnancial  industry,  Andrej  is  responsible  for  setting up fnancial  projections,  planning and other
fnancial operations in all countries.

Andrej knows Miroslav & Viliam for 3 years and together they have been putting Fin-Tech projects
for clients and will be Co-Founder in many countries worldwide.

Andrej Dendys
CFO

Facebook Profle +421 918 257 290
andrej.dendys@coinepic.com

Czech Republic - Coinepic s.r.o.

Lukáš  studied  Economy  and  Management  on  Newton  College  Brno  and  Leadership  and
Management  at  VUT.  Gained  his  rich  experience  in  healthcare,  insurance  industry,  marketing
management and in retail business. For the last 8 years Lukáš is working for Home Credit a.s., Home
Credit Slovakia, a.s.,  as a head of the risk management department where he is responsible for
multiple teams and divisions. 

Lukáš has know Miroslav for 10 years and they are keeping active business relations. Both have
studied University of Management & Economics together in Brno, Czech Republic.

Ing. Lukáš Bárta
CEO & Co-Founder

Facebook Profle lukas.barta@coinepic.com

mailto:lukas.barta@coinepic.com
mailto:andrej.dendys@coinepic.com
mailto:viliam.kacala@coinepic.com
mailto:viliam.kacala@coinepic.com
mailto:miroslav.kuco@coinepic.com
mailto:miroslav.kuco@coinepic.com


6.2. In똠estors & Ad똠isors

Mr. Juraj Duška is one of the earliest advisors for Coinepic Core Team. Thanks to his 20+
years of experience in Real Estate Development Industry, being a CEO & Co-Founder of
more than 15 hugely successful companies all across the Europe, we gain precious insights
and  knowledge  how  to  efectively  establish,  manage  and  run  semi-autonomous
companies deployed across many countries.

Ing. arch. Juraj Duška
CEO & Co-Founder
VI GROUP, spol. s.r.o.

Jaroslav Kovac is organizer of blockchain conferences Satoshitalks that attracts hundreds
of people in Czech republic  and the founder of  HOME Hunters,  successful  real  estate
company  located  in  Prague  and  Brno,  Czech  republic.  HOME  Hunters  were  the  frst
company  in  the  Europe  and  second  one  in  the  world  to  sell  a  property  for  Bitcoins.
Jaroslav  and  his  team  are  working  hard  to  incorporate  blockchain  technologies  into
ordinary life to ensure widespread acceptance of cryptocurrencies by public. His insight
into  the  bureaucracy  and  banking  angle  will  help  Coinepic  overcome  many  future
challenges.  As the Division Director  for  central  Europe for  Toastmasters  International,
Jaroslav  was  leading  more  than  600  members  towards  growth  in  leadership  and
presentation skills and achieved 100% growth in his region.Jaroslav Kováč

CEO & Founder
HOME Hunters

Together they formed band whose names and deeds were to be retold throughout the centuries...

Some advisors & investors chose not to be listed

7. RISKS

7.1. Security

Cryptocurrency is crucial business to security. One day you have successful Exchange Platform and working
business generating revenue, next day thousands of Bitcoins are gone.

From the frst day of development Coinepic was heavily focusing on security, thinking outside of the box and
following best practices available. We want our system under constant attack of paid white hat hackers and
under supervision of professionals.

7.2. Competition

Coinepic understands impetuous competition in cryptocurrency industry. Coinepic frequently wants to add 
new features, countries and coins to be in lead of Exchange platforms others will follow.   

7.3. Regulations

We will make everything to compete regulations in every country we operate. Team of lawyers will cooperate 
across all companies to create win-win balance between what our users want and what we need to meet in 
terms of regulations.
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